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Abstract Over the past 2 decades, we have begun to accumulate a basic understanding of the roosting and foraging ecology of temperate insectivorous bats in forests. As our understanding improves, it is not surprising there should be attempts at synthesizing our knowledge to prioritize future research directions (e.g., Hayes 2003, Miller et al. 2003). Miller et al. (2003) reviewed results of 56 papers (1980–2001) and concluded that current data were unreliable because of small sample sizes, the short-term nature of studies, pseudoreplication, inferences beyond the scale of data collected, study design, and limitations of bat detectors and statistical analyses. Our concern is that this type of narrative synthesis that highlights limitations ignores any quantitative patterns that may exist. In this study we assess whether general patterns in North American bat use of roost trees and stand characteristics are robust enough to distill from the published literature. We used a series of meta-analyses on the same set of studies cited by Miller et al. (2003) to assess whether limitations of the current data warrant exclusion of bats from management recommendations. We used a second series of meta-analyses incorporating more recent data to determine the best current synthesis of knowledge on bat use of forests for roosting. In a third and fourth series of meta-analyses, we separated studies done on bats roosting in cavities versus roosting in foliage. In general, we found that, relative to other trees in the forest, the roost trees of bats were tall with large DBH in stands with open canopy and high snag density. In contrast, roost trees of bats did not differ from random trees with respect to live-tree density. The main differences we detected between foliage- and cavity-roosting bats were in percent canopy cover and distance to water. The roost trees of cavity-roosting species had more open canopies and were closer to water than random trees. Our results clearly show that significant patterns can be detected from the literature when data sets are combined using a meta-analytic approach.
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Abstracts from the North American Symposium on Bat Research revealed that beginning in the early 1990s there was a substantial increase in the number of presentations about interactions between North American insect-eating bats and forests, specifically how bats use trees as roost structures. This was closely followed with a substantial number of papers published in peer-reviewed literature culminating in the first symposium dedicated to the topic of bats and forests (Barclay and Brigham 1996). This change appears to have been driven by the realization that until the
early 1990s, the vast majority of work on North American bats during the active season focused on colonies in buildings, caves, and mines, despite the fact that more than half of all bats spend at least part of their lives roosting in trees. This coincided with technological innovations that reduced research limitations associated with the small body size of many species of North American bats.

With the maturation of a field of inquiry should come attempts at synthesis to distill general patterns so that future work can become more focused on issues of importance (Arnqvist and Wooster 1995). Given the considerable body of work over the past decade that has addressed the use of forest roosting habitat by temperate insectivorous bats, synthesis now is possible and important. Much of these data were collected to answer basic questions of natural history, and studies were not specifically designed to provide recommendations to forest managers on how to improve or maintain habitat characteristics for bats in managed forests. A quantitative synthesis of these studies can help forest managers by presenting overall trends in roost-habitat characteristics of forest bats.

Hayes (2003) qualitatively synthesized a significant body of published literature on the interaction between bats and forests in the Pacific Northwest region of North America. The review focused on advances that have occurred over the past decade in our understanding of how bats use forest resources. While there were useful suggestions from the perspective of forest management, this was clearly not the major objective of the review. Hayes (2003) concluded there were some robust general conclusions about types of trees bats use as roosts and suggested directions for further research that would enhance our knowledge of bats.

Another qualitative review of 56 published papers by Miller et al. (2003) focused on forest management issues that result from bat interactions with trees throughout North America. One general suggestion of Miller et al. (2003) was that our current knowledge is too uncertain to be of direct use to forest managers trying to incorporate bats into management plans. Without stating it explicitly, Miller et al. (2003) asserted that most or all of the current "uncertainties" about roost selection by forest bats result primarily from statistical and methodological problems and could be corrected with better-funded, longer-term studies founded on direct partnerships between forestry companies and biologists. The authors tempered this sentiment in their conclusions and argued that the current literature is useful but again stressed that study design and statistical treatment need to be improved in future studies.

The objective of our study was to provide the first quantitative synthesis of literature about how bats use tree roosts in forests with a view to clarify issues for both biologists with an interest in bats and forest managers attempting to incorporate these animals into forest management plans. We recognize that incorporating uncertainty into harvest and management prescriptions can be difficult. Nonetheless, harvesting continues and therefore many biologists and ecologists are faced with the difficult task of making recommendations based on the best available data, which, as Miller et al. (2003) pointed out, is not necessarily the same as the best possible data. Johnson (2002) argued convincingly that even marginal original data are useful in meta-analytic evaluations given the importance of replicating ecological data.

Our specific purpose was twofold. First, we used a series of meta-analyses on the same set of 56 studies to assess whether general patterns in habitat selection of roost trees and stand characteristics could be distilled from the literature. We used a second series of meta-analyses incorporating more recent data to determine the best current synthesis of knowledge on bat use of forests for roosting. We used a third and fourth series of meta-analyses to separate the studies done on bat species that roost in cavities from those that roost in foliage because of inherent differences in the roosting behavior of these 2 groups ( Kunz and Lumsden 2003).

Meta-analysis is a statistical technique used in ecology that affords comparisons among multiple studies by standardizing statistical tests of hypotheses from each study (Gurevitch et al. 2001). The comparable metric for this comparison is the effect size that can be calculated regardless of the statistical test of hypothesis used. The benefits of using meta-analysis are that it is a quantitative technique in which hypotheses can be tested and patterns over multiple studies can be summarized. By its quantitative nature, it is more informative than descriptive reviews (Arnqvist and Wooster 1995). Despite these benefits, there are problems associated with the technique, including publication bias toward studies that demonstrate significant differences, problems associated with combining studies that tested hypotheses with different designs, and pseudoreplication that arises from selecting mul-
multiple data sets from a single study (Osenberg et al. 1999). We avoid the problem of combining different study designs by looking only at studies that used the same design. We avoid the problem of publication bias by examining studies from the past 2 decades, which represented the beginning of research on forest bats when there was a paucity of data that precluded publication bias. We do not avoid the problem of pseudoreplication because we feel the benefits of examining as many species of bats, in as many forest types as possible, outweigh the potential problems associated with taking multiple data sets from single studies.

Methods

For our meta-analyses we extracted information from the literature on the following 6 commonly measured variables: tree diameter at breast height (DBH), tree height, distance from the tree to nearest water source, percent closure of the canopy of the tree, density of live trees in the vicinity of the tree, and density of snags in the vicinity of the tree. For consistency and direct comparison in our meta-analyses, we only included studies presented in Miller et al. (2003) that were explicit comparisons of roost vs. random trees. In addition, we examined subsequently published papers, reports, unpublished Ph.D. dissertations, and unpublished M.S. theses not included in Miller et al. (2003). We further subdivided the complete set of data into those studies done on cavity-roosting bats and those studies done on foliage-roosting bats because of inherent differences in the roosting biology of foliage- and cavity-roosting bats (Kunz and Lumsden 2003).

The scale of the roost vs. random comparison (e.g., within a plot, stand, or landscape) varied among studies examined. Before conducting a meta-analysis, we converted all measures of size and distance to the same units (centimeters, meters, and kilometers) and converted all measures of density to number of trees or snags per hectare. From each study, we extracted mean, standard deviation, and sample size for both roost and random trees. We considered each study a single data set except for those that reported more than one set of results (e.g., data reported by study site, species, or sex). In these studies we considered each set of results as an independent data set.

Every data set had information for at least one of the 6 tree variables. For all variables in every data set, we calculated effect sizes as standardized mean differences. In all cases we calculated standardized mean difference as the mean difference between the mean of the roost tree group and the mean of the random tree group divided by the pooled within-group standard deviations. The combined estimate of the effect size was calculated as the weighted mean of the effect sizes from all the included data sets. Throughout our analysis and manuscript, sample size refers to number of trees in a roost or random group (as opposed to number of bats).

For each variable, we a priori predicted a direction of the outcome. The direction of our predicted outcome was required to be consistent in each study, but the predicted direction did not affect the analysis. Rather, the direction was necessary for interpretation of the results in that the direction of the recalculated effect size (+ or −). Based on the biology of bats and descriptions from the literature, we predicted the following: DBH and height of roost trees would be larger than random trees; roost trees would be closer to water than random trees; roost trees would have a more open canopy than random trees; snag density would be higher around roost trees than random trees; and live-tree density would be lower around roost trees compared to random trees. Because our purpose was to look for unambiguous patterns in existing literature, we were conservative and accepted a result as significant only if the recalculated P-value from the combined set of data was less than 0.01.

To conduct the meta-analyses, we used the program Comprehensive Meta-analysis (Biostat® 1997–2000) and treated data as described above.

Results

Of the 56 articles cited by Miller et al. (2003), 28 explicitly dealt with tree roost selection by bats. These studies span species and likely included geographic variation across North America. Of the 28 articles, 15 allowed us to extract the necessary data to perform a meta-analysis on at least one of 6 variables (Table 1). Of these 15 articles, 5 contained more than one data set; this resulted in a total of 22 data sets for use in the analysis. We detected a significant pattern from this body of literature for 3 of 6 variables. Relative to random trees, roost trees had larger DBH (n_{data sets} = 18, n_{roost} = 484, n_{random} = 1,189, effect size = 0.77, P < 0.001), were taller (n_{data sets} = 15, n_{roost} = 454, n_{random} = 948, effect size = 0.85, P < 0.001), and were in areas with a more open canopy (n_{data sets} = 15, n_{roost} = 413, n_{random} = 851,
Table 1. Literature reviewed by Miller et al. 2003 and used in our meta-analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barclay et al. 1988</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets 1998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham et al. 1997</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callahan et al. 1997</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell et al. 1996</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grindall 1999</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson and Lacki 2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalcounis and Brigham 1998</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacki and Schwierjohann 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menzel et al. 1998</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormsbee and McComb 1998</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabe et al. 1998</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasse and Pekins 1996</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonhof 1996</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weller and Zabel 2001</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ n_{\text{data sets}} = 7, n_{\text{roost}} = 256, n_{\text{random}} = 388, \text{effect size} = -0.18, P = 0.032. \]

Drawing from the complete list of 37 data sets, we also analyzed the data for foliage-roosting bats separately from cavity-roosting bats because of their fundamental differences in roosting behavior. Of the 37 total data sets, 31 were for cavity-roosting bats. As with the previous set of meta-analyses, we found similar patterns but with an additional significant variable (distance to water). Relative to random trees, roost trees of cavity-roosting bats had larger DBH (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 28, n_{\text{roost}} = 858, n_{\text{random}} = 1,722, \text{effect size} = 0.50, P < 0.001 \)) were taller (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 20, n_{\text{roost}} = 639, n_{\text{random}} = 1,291, \text{effect size} = 0.40, P < 0.001 \)), were in more open canopy (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 19, n_{\text{roost}} = 585, n_{\text{random}} = 1,023, \text{effect size} = -0.21, P < 0.001 \)), and were in stands with more snags per hectare (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 15, n_{\text{roost}} = 660, n_{\text{random}} = 878, \text{effect size} = 0.44, P < 0.001 \)). Additionally, roost trees of cavity-roosting bats were closer to water than random trees (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 4, n_{\text{roost}} = 189, n_{\text{random}} = 366, \text{effect size} = -0.29, P = 0.008 \)). There was no difference in density of live trees per hectare (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 12, n_{\text{roost}} = 428, n_{\text{random}} = 1,047, \text{effect size} = -0.09, P = 0.18 \)).

Of the 34 total data sets, only 6 were for foliage-roosting bats. As we found in the previous meta-analyses, relative to random trees, roost trees of foliage-roosting bats had larger DBH (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 5, n_{\text{roost}} = 152, n_{\text{random}} = 152, \text{effect size} = 0.84, P < 0.001 \)) and were taller (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 5, n_{\text{roost}} = 152, n_{\text{random}} = 152, \text{effect size} = 0.76, P < 0.001 \)). Unlike previous sets of meta-analyses there was a trend for roosts of foliage-roosting bats to be in more closed canopy (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 3, n_{\text{roost}} = 54, n_{\text{random}} = 225, \text{effect size} = 0.43, P = 0.01 \)). There was no difference in the distance to water between roost and random trees of foliage-roosting bats (\( n_{\text{data sets}} = 5, n_{\text{roost}} = 79, n_{\text{random}} = 199, \text{effect size} = -0.01, P = 0.94 \)). There were insufficient data to examine tree and snag density variables for foliage-roosting bats.

Table 2. Literature used in meta-analyses in addition to that reviewed by Miller et al. 2003 (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnett and Hayes 2003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broders and Forbes 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster and Kura 1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leput 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menzel et al. 2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vonhof 1997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis and Brigham 2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the meta-analysis for all studies that examined the DBH of roost and random trees. The effect sizes for each study are plotted as open circles with a 95% confidence interval of the effect. The diameter of the circle represents the proportional contribution of samples from each study to the combined effect size from the meta-analysis (closed diamond). The centerline represents a zero effect size (no difference between roost and random trees). The definition of the direction of the effect is given underneath each column flanking the zero effect line. Data sets with an asterisk were present in Miller et al. 2003. Data sets with no asterisk were either conducted, published, or incorporated subsequent to Miller et al. 2003. Data sets indicated with an “f” in front of the citation are for bat species that roost in foliage. Studies without an “f” in front of the citation are for cavity-roosting species. Information listed after the citation describes the data set from the original paper as follows: EPFU = Eptesicus fuscus, MYEV = Myotis evotis, MYVO = Myotis volans, MYLU = Myotis lucifugus, MYSE = Myotis septentrionalis, MYCA = Myotis californicus, LANO = Lasiomycteris noctivagans, LABO = Lasiurus borealis, LASE = Lasiurus seminolus, PISU = Pipistrellus subflavus, “f” after 4-letter species designate refers to females of that species, “m” after 4-letter species designate refers to males of that species, any other information provided refers to particular site names provided in the paper or particular tree type used. Group sample size, effect size, and P-values are provided in the text. Data from Vonhof 1997 are the same as data presented in Vonhof 1996 (cited in Miller 2003).

Discussion

Our analysis of literature cited by Miller et al. (2003) indicated that relative to random trees, bats selected roost trees that were taller, with a larger DBH, and more open canopies. In our subsequent analysis, which incorporated the most recent data, the same 3 variables again were significant, but in addition the analysis indicates that roost trees were found in stands with significantly more snags per hectare than random trees and cavity roosts were closer to water than random trees. Even if some original data are limited (because of design or sample size), these marginal data are useful in a meta-analytic framework (Johnson 2002) and we argue that the consistency in our results is convincing evidence that these patterns are valid. Taken together, we argue that counter to the con-
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the meta-analysis for all studies that examined the height of roost and random trees. An explanation of the schematic is given in the legend for Figure 1.

tention of Miller et al. (2003), clear and consistent patterns can be distilled from the literature they reviewed in the context of bat use of tree roosts and that these results can guide harvesting prescriptions by forest managers. We do not suggest our results should replace efforts to further understand relations between bats and their environment, because many fundamental and applied research questions remain unanswered (Hayes 2003, Kunz and Lumsden 2003, Miller et al. 2003).

One reason the patterns of roost use by bats were so readily distilled by our analysis is that in the vast majority of studies, the same variables have been measured. This is largely due to early studies being used as a template in subsequent work. Despite the fact that there are some limitations in this traditional "roost vs. random" comparison (e.g., location of random trees often are in same stand and so cannot be used to look at stand-level differences and other questions related to scale; Miller et al. 2003), the consistency of available data made a meta-analytic technique appropriate and easy to interpret. Our confidence in the outcome of the analyses of data on roosting is enhanced by the similarity of results with the inclusion of additional studies not available to Miller et al. (2003).

We do not want our analysis to be perceived as representing the "last word" on roost-site selection, even though we argue it is evident that from a forest management point of view the current data are good and prescriptions for harvest can confidently incorporate information about type of roost structures needed by bats. Miller et al. (2003:35) contended, "...most researchers operate under the paradigm that roosts are the primary limiting factor for bats, although this has not been clearly demonstrated." We feel it is more appropriate to suggest that roost sites are critical resources for bats; whether they are "the" primary limiting factor remains to be determined. Regardless, it is logical to suggest that without suitable roosts, the conservation of many forest species would be difficult. We argue that our analysis points to the types of structures bats prefer to roost in, and this information can be used as a guide for management so that these types of structures can be recruited in forests in the future. From the per-
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the meta-analysis for all studies that examined the percent canopy cover of roost and random trees. An explanation of the schematic is given in the legend for Figure 1.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the meta-analysis for all studies that examined the density of snags in plots/stands that contained roost trees and plots/stands that contained random trees. An explanation of the schematic is given in the legend for Figure 1.
spective of bat biologists, it remains unclear why bats choose the structures they do (Kunz and Lumsden 2003). We also contend that recent evidence suggesting that bats exhibit fidelity to a number of different trees in a small area using a fission/fusion model of roosting behavior (Cryan et al. 2001, Kerth and Konig 1999, Kerth et al. 2001a, Willis and Brigham 2004) warrants further attention, in the context of both forest management and bat biology.

In the broader perspective, the question remains as to whether patterns we report for North America also hold for other parts of the world where a number of studies have been done but forest structure and the species of trees present are different (e.g., Europe: Boonman 2000, Kerth et al. 2001b; Australia: Lunney et al. 1988, Law and Anderson 2000, Lumsden et al. 2002, New Zealand: O’Donnell and Sedgeley 1999, Sedgeley and O’Donnell 1999, Sedgeley 2003).

We attempted a similar meta-analytic approach to determine whether enough data are currently available to assess general pattern in the use of landscape space by foraging bats in forest ecosystems (Kalcounis-Ruppell et al. 2004 abstract). In contrast to patterns uncovered for roosting, our analysis suggests that a combination of small sample sizes (studies and data sets), inconsistencies in the variables measured, and variation by bats themselves makes distilling general patterns about spatial patterns of foraging not possible at present. The quan-

![Diagram](image-url)
tity and quality of data simply are not available for the same kind of meta-analytic approach to understanding foraging by bats in forest ecosystems. In contrast to studies on roost selection, this is due in part to the lack of a template that many studies have followed. Thus, in the context of foraging, we agree with Miller et al. (2003) that at present bat biologists are not in a position to advise forest managers about harvesting prescriptions that will take into account foraging habitat requirements. Recommendations provided by Miller et al. (2003) will improve the utility of multiple data sets from different areas in the context of data interpretation and synthesis.
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